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The Hollywood Babylon-like story of the short-lived, Valentino-like crooner.

From BooklistA dashing Hollywood figure rather resembling Rudolph Valentino, crooner Russ
Columbo once rivaled Bing Crosby. But he was killed by a tragic, accidental shooting--wasn't
he? Lanza and Penna ask that and more in this lushly illustrated book about a filmland sensation
of his time. Columbo got started in Hollywood as a violin prodigy, providing mood music for
actors performing in silent films, but achieved the height of success as a slick, mustachioed
singer. His fatal gunshot wounds were inflicted by Lansing Brown, with whom Columbo--get
ready for this--"shared a camaraderie more profound than any euphemisms at the time could
describe and far deeper than shallow customs of 'male bonding' usually encourage." All that,
and healthy doses of Carole Lombard, Pola Negri, and other larger-than-life stars, too! Lanza
and Penna's rather ethereal style seems fully appropriate for evoking the old Hollywood setting
of their story, which fans of semiforgotten movie lore and death in questionable circumstances
should absolutely love. Mike TribbyCopyright © American Library Association. All rights
reservedReviewA humdinger of a book that zings along ... like a crooner ballad on wheels. A hell
of a good read. -- Ian Whitcomb, author, crooner, composerAn inspiration to ... wonderful singers
like Perry Como. He had a much prettier face than Crosby and a prettier sound. -- Frankie
AvalonExceptionally vivid, colorful, appreciative ... one of the best books about a singer that I
have ever read ... very attractive ... well-written. -- Classic Images Magazine, February
2003Lushly illustrated ... evoking the old Hollywood setting of [the authors'] story, which fans ...
should absolutely love. -- Mike Tribby, BooklistThe wonderful flow of the writing combined with ...
*new* facts and photos make this... A first class book! -- Vince Giordano: leader, Vince Giordano
and The Nighthawks / BMG ArchivistThis is the most comprehensive and deeply researched
biography of the "Vocal Valentino" or "Romeo of Radio" ever written. -- Bob Deal, Memory Lane,
Spring 2003
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Son of Flintstone Munchausen, “Art Deco pop music from the Jazz Era; masculine women,
feminine men. After stumbling across a crooner (morals) controversy via a 1934 tract 
  
Voodooism in Music and Other Essays

  
  
that neatly ties into my rock-music-is-the-devil's-music '60s-'80s fascination, I had to listen to
Russ Columbo, Rudy Vallee and early Bing Crosby, and look up this book for information about
Russ Columbo. I was familiar with Columbo's song, "Prisoner of Love," from 1946 on Perry
Como's hits comp 1958 Lp, 
  
Golden Records

  
  
, which Joseph Murrels put at something like 2 million copies sold, as well as Jerry Vale's
concept Columbia Lp, 
  
I Remember Russ



  
  
.The most interesting chapter in the book dealt with a crooner war (trumped up publicity,
apparently) between rivals Bing Crosby and Russ Columbo, which brought out a period of anti-
crooner morals' backlash in the early '30s, somewhat before a "blue" lyrics song/record ban
campaign waged by the Committee of Five in the later thirties 1935+, which included top acts
Rudy Vallee, Guy Lombardo, and Paul Whiteman 
  
Pops: Paul Whiteman, King of Jazz

  
  
at the time. The aspects of the controversy, circa 1930-1934, parallel similar events and
arguments against the 1954-58 Broadway showtunes' ASCAP vs. r&b/rock 'n roll BMI publishing
war of the singles' charts and the 1964+ Beatles backlash against so-called "good music," which
ironically at the time were singers emulating Columbo's style and his songs, and later (PMRC
hearings!) crusades....The book is told in a straight forward chronological manner, concentrating
mostly on Columbo's career rise, touches on his recording history, and his relationships in his
too-short career: dead at age 26 when his star was rising. Apparently Joseph Lanza and
Dennis Penna had access to the Columbo estate's personal papers, memorabilia, and press
clippings and were able to construct their narrative more or less in real time, which greatly helps
understanding Columbo's career trajectory. As with other pre-1940 acts who were at the
forefront of the fledgling record business, Columbo's recordings were a side issue with his
personal appearances and form only a glimpse into his style and exposure on pre-magnetic
recording tape high fidelity recordings then made on pre-1947 direct-to-disc technology using
the electrical process (electric amplified microphones fed into the disc lathe cutter, post-August,
1925 recordings).The book has a very decent recording session discography covering
Columbo's relatively meager recording output (think a "bronze-age" record era) as well as some
discography suggestions for other artists' cover recordings of his songs from the later eras, as
well as some Lp and CD era reissues. From what I read, the only downside in the narrative is
the authors' over-reliance on Joel Whitburn's "iffy" chart references for Columbo's 78s;



Whitburn's book, 
  
Pop Memories 1890-1954: The History of American Popular Music

  
  
, lists a kind of pre-1940 record chart reconstruction from various period sources and while
wonderfully competent at putting dates to shellac 78s and allowing a forest-for-the-trees look at
popular recordings of the pre-WW2 era, is necessarily a spotty guesstimate about proto chart hit
positions running up and down like the Hot-100 from 1958+ rock 'n roll. But Whitburn's book is
still one of the best windows to pre-WW2 recordings' popularity at a glance available.”

Russell J. Ross, “Excellent book with lots of photos!. Book is in excellent condition. A very good
read; I enjoyed this book immensely. Very satisfied with my purchase!”

Pictorama, “A good read. Definitely brings this neglected singer and mysterious show biz legend
into the third dimension. It not only tells more than I ever hoped to know about the man but also
takes it to another creative level which could have been a disaster, but in fact works very well.
The graphics and overall design of the book are also superior. Its an amazing yarn and a
wonderful introduction to this underated musician. Highly recommended”

Betty J. Hatfield, “Great.. Excellent read. Very informative..”

Brad F. Stender, “CROSBY AND THEN COLUMBO. READ THIS BOOK IF YOU LIKE THE 20S ,
30S, HOLLYWOOD AND MUSIC. COLUMBO HAD A NICE PERSONA AND VOICE BUT HE
WAS ONLY A CROSBY RIVAL FOR A SHORT TIME AND BY THE TIME OF HIS TRAGIC
DEATH HE WAS NEVER GOING TO BE ANY BIGGER AND WAS ON A DOWN HILL SLIDE.
HE WAS NO LONGER ANYWHERE NEAR A RIVAL OF BINGS.COLUMBOS TYPE AND HIS
SONG STYLE WAS OUT AND HIS PICTURE WORK WAS NIL.HE WAS GOING OUT LIKE
VALENTINO, AMERICA AND ITS TASTES HAD CHANGE. CROSBY WAS HIS FRIEND AND A
PALLBEARER.I HAVE READ MANY BOOKS AND POLICE REPORTS AND THIS WAS A
TRAGIC MISTAKE. HE AND THIS BROWN WERE MORE THAN PROBABLY LOVERS AND
HIS SUPPOSED LOVE WITH LOMBARD WAS A BEARD FOR HIS TRUE SEXUAL LEANINGS



BECAUSE SHE WAS A GOOD FRIEND.THIS BOOK IS A MUST READ SO COLUMBO ISNT
FORGOTTEN BECAUSE HE WAS A PLAYER IN THE HISTORY OF MUSIC.HE WAS NEVER
GOING TO BE ON A LEVEL WITH BING OR LATER FRANK, DEAN, OR PERRY BUT FEW
ARE.READ THIS BOOK.”

Paul Lindemeyer, “A mystery wrapped in a riddle inside a voice box. Don't think that you'll figure
out the paradox that was Russ Columbo when you've finished this book. What you will take from
it, though, is a revealing though not always flattering portrait, done (at times overdone) in art-
moderne light and shadow, of a singular singer and the show business that made him. It's all the
more engrossing because it takes place in an era whose popular and musical culture have faded
from living memory, yet haven't quite made it into the collective unconscious.You kind of can't
blame them, given the likely readership for a book about a long-forgotten tragic pop idol, but the
authors do rather overindulge their homoerotic musings in detailing Russ' closeness with
Lansing Brown, the friend who caused the freak accident that took Russ' life. More to the heart
of the man, I think, are the head-over-heels, heart-on-sleeve yearnings for legendary sex
symbols Pola Negri and Carole Lombard. One wonders if it was Russ' destiny to worship
goddesses, inevitably to be dropped like a mere mortal. He never sang songs about the "girl
next door," anyway...Columbo was no Sinatra, let alone an Einstein, but his very opaqueness
and vanity is fascinating in its own right. As musician, Italian-American, media craze, or hopeless
romantic, Russ Columbo rewards your getting to know him.”

The book by John L. Worrall has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 14 people have provided feedback.
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